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Storm Daniel
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Climate-related disasters risingand likely to rise How to allocate unearmarkedglobal envelope equitably?Vastly different situationsprojected around the world

Problem in a nutshell



Research design – Delphi and funding simulation
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• The literature
• Better to ask than to assume. (Rising et al., 2022, Lentz & Maxwell, 2022)
• Weaknesses in damage estimation are a key research area. (IPCC WG2, 2022)
• Decision maker can be a flawed human with limited cognitive capacity. (Thaler, 1980)

• 2-round Delphi method with funding priority simulation on a 4-point scale
• Q1:What are the priority criteria in allocating humanitarian or disaster aid funding per futureforecasts in view of climate change response or adaptation?
• Q2:What are the priority options for which to allocate humanitarian or disaster aid fundingregarding adaptation to representative key risks of climate change?

• Global frameworks, INFORM suite (Q1) and IPCC RKRs (Q2), as a baseline
• Panel (N=36) composition

• 50/50 gender, 19 countries, IOs (e.g., UN, EU, World Bank, Red Cross Red Crescent), theresearch sector, the public sector, and civil society (e.g., Save the Children, World Vision).Preference on near-future forecasting, primarily month(s) forward and up to year(s).



Results – Summary of panel priority preferences

High priority ismuch morerelevant thansomewhat lowpriority duringreal-life fundingallocationprocesses.



Discussion
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• Even a small Delphi size is reliable if they have a similar experience level.
• Strong consensus based on parametric measures (e.g., SDs < 1)
• The next phase will be to augment the results with stochastic measures

• Suggests that the results are an emergent preference (covariant)?
• The diverse panel answered similarly in front of an ensemble of composite criteria or complexlyinterlinked risks that often overlap.

• Results had nuances
• Q1: Preference for the crisis’/disaster’s severity of magnitude and risk, but also, there is acomplex interplay between vulnerability, context, practical issues, and resilience.
• Q2: Timewise priority on cascading risks – so panellists focused on the most pressing ones (e.g.,food security is pertinent now, but what if the socioecological system falls?).



Thank you!
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 Contact if in need of working paper
 “Decision-making preferences on funding humanitarian aid and disastermanagement under climate change”
 Juha-Pekka Jäpölä (juha-pekka.jaepolae@uantwerpen.be)
• University of Antwerp / ENVECON
• European Commission / DG ECHO
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